To determine whether preprocessing chief complaints before automatically classifying them into syndromic categories improves classification performance.
Sensitivities for most of the syndromes slightly increased. However, sensitivity for Gastrointestinal and Botulinic syndromes decreased after preprocessing. An error analysis showed that only a few (4/73) mistakes were directly due to the preprocessor. The majority of the remaining errors (60/73) involved CoCo's classification of complaints with multiple problems. CoCo currently selects the classification with the highest probability, even though a complaint may have several correct classifications. Sixty classifications that were originally Botulinic or Gastrointestinal were changed after preprocessing but were still correct. For example, initially, CoCo classified "abd pain blood in urine" as Gastrointestinal, but after preprocessing, CoCo classified the complaint as Hemorrhagic, which is also correct. CONCLUSIONS The preprocessing only slightly increased CoCo's sensitivity. One possibility is that because CoCo is a statistical classifier, CoCo was already trained to correctly classify the misspellings and abbreviations in the test set. We plan to test the preprocessor on a non-statistical system, such as a keyword search algorithm. In the future, we will incorporate into the preprocessor a module for splitting multiple problems before classification.
